
  

 

English: Making links with our topic, we will meet the famous farmers Boggis, Bunce and Bean as we 

study the story of Fantastic Mr Fox, exploring narrative structures and descriptive tools. 

We will demonstrate our reading and writing skills by writing in different genres, inspired by the book. 

Later in the term, we will write instructional texts based around our topic work. 

Maths:   

Angles: To identify and compare acute, right and reflex angles.  

Statistics (charts and graphs)  To be able to draw and interpret bar charts, line graphs, and tables.     

Position and direction: Using the vocabulary of ‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’.   

To plot and draw given shapes on to grids, using x and y axis.  

Fractions: To recognise and  find fractions of amounts, using unit and non-unit fractions, 

Understanding which are the numerator and denominator.  

 

 

Spiritual/Social/Moral/Cultural: 

We will be studying the virtue of 

gratitude.  

PSHE: Learning about Healthy Lifestyles 

Parents will be invited  in to share  

some food, which the children have 

prepared, on  Tuesday 12th July.  

Topic (Science, DT, Art, Geography, RE): 

In RE, we will consider:  What is the relationship between religion and 

food? (Focus on Islam and Christianity) 

Islam, Christianity, Christian, Muslim, fast, Ramadan 

In Art, we will create observational art, using different media, based 

on the food we study. 

In Design Technology, we will learn about cooking and nutrition. We will: 
- Understand seasonality and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught 
and processed; 
- Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a range of cooking techniques; 
- Cut, chop, peel and slice food safely and hygienically; 
- Mix ingredients with a spoon or whisk; 
- Cook outdoors. 
In Geography, we will name and locate counties and cities of the United Kingdom (with a special focus 
on Dorset), geographical regions and their identifying human and physical characteristics and land-use 
patterns; understand how some of these aspects have changed over time. 
natural, agriculture, housing, land use, commercial, dairy, arable, produce 
 
 In Science, we will study plants: 
- Identify and describe the functions of different parts of flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk, leaves and 
flowers 
- Explore the requirements of plants for life and growth (air, light, water, nutrients from soil, and room 
to grow) and how they vary from plant to plant - investigate the way in which water is transported with-
in plants 
- Explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of flowering plants, including pollination, seed for-
mation and seed dispersal. 

 Kimmeridge — Summer Term 2 

Year B 

How you can help your child at home: 

Continue to work on the key skills of: spelling, handwriting, typing, times tables, number bonds, physical develop-
ment  and reading. Read stories at bed time and through the day and take opportunities to read whenever possible 
(signs, magazines, news, letters etc). 

Use the interactive platforms provided by school to support these skills (eg Manga High, Times Table Rockstars). 

Homework will continue to be set weekly using Manga High. Spellings should be practised at home using Spelling 
Shed.  Times tables must also be practised; The expectation is for all children to  be able to recall multiplication and 
division facts from all times tables before they finish year 4.  

Most importantly, show your interest in what your child is learning. Talk about this document and use the words 
in bold and on the diagrams to get ahead with new vocabulary.  

Computing: control 
We will use Scratch to design, write and debug programs that ac-
complish specific goals (making a simple game), including control-
ling or simulating physical systems; solve problems by decompos-
ing them into smaller parts. 


